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system of coordinate axes. If not let some other system of axes, P£ -P^j P%> t>e chosen which are connected with the transverse^ PK, P'K1 &c. in a known manner. Let 0l9 02, 03 be the resolved parts of KI} \l} T! about the axes P£, P?;, P£ Then, as explained in Art. 48, the axes at P may be brought into positions parallel to those at P' by rotations ^cfe, 02ds, 9zds about themselves.
When the rod is strained the axes P£, PTJ, P£ will move with the material of the rod and assume new positions in space. Let> these be Px, Py, Pz. Let co^s, co^ds, co^ds be the rotations by which the axes at P in the strained rod are brought into positions parallel to those at P'. The differences (a^ — ff^ds, (a>a — 02)efe, (a>3 — 03) ds may be used to measure the strains produced by the external forces.
Let RI, R2, -R3; L1} LZ) Ls be the stress forces and couples which act at P on the element PP' in front of P and let them be estimated as positive when they act in the negative directions of the axes at P. Then M^ + dEj, &c., I^ + dl*! &c., are the corresponding forces and couples at P' and act on the element PP' , behind P', in the positive directions of the axes at P'. Besides these the element is acted on by the impressed forces F^s, F2ds, Fsds and the impressed couples (if any) Gids, G%ds, Gsds.
Since J^, R2, J?3 are the components of a vector, viz. the stress force at P3 the differences of the resolved parts at P and P' along the same set of axes are given by the rule for resolving vectors* ; we
therefore have         --    — a>3B2 + co A 4- Fl = 0 ............... (1),
(2), x '
(3).
* The following proof of the rule is the same as that given in the second volume of the Author's Riff id Dynamics.
Describe a sphere of unit radius whose centre is at P and let the axes Px, Py9 Pz cut its surface in #, y, z. Let parallels to the corresponding axes at P' drawn through P cut the surface in a/, y', z'. Thus we have two spherical triangles xyz, x'y'z', all whose sides are quadrants. Also x, y, z are brought into coincidence with x't y', z' by the combined effect of the rotations w^s, w2d«, w3ds about Px, Py, Pz respectively.
Let 17, V, W be the components of the vector at P in the directions of the axes re, y, z\ U + dU, &c. the components of the vector at P' along the axes x't y', z'. The difference of the resolved parts along the axis of x is then

